"We never know how high we are
‘Till we are called to rise
And then, if we are true to plan
Our statures touch the skies"

-Emily Dickinson

Thank you to the String Quartet, featuring
Holly Grabowski, Viola
Sam Latt, Cello
Gab DeLuca, Violin
Melany Lanham-Ciancia, Violin
Matt McBride, Viola

Also, the NEHS would like to give a special thank you to Superintendent Mr. James Polansky, the high school administrators, and all of the members of the HUFSD school board.

The National English Honor Society
Huntington High School
Post Ellipsis Chapter
Induction Ceremony
December 1, 2015

HONORING EXCELLENCE IN HIGH SCHOOL ENGLISH

“Gelast sceal mid are”

“Duty goes with honor”
**National English Honor Society Induction**

**NEHS Officers**
Sabrina Palacios, President
Hanae Wada, Vice President
Miranda Nykolyn, Treasurer
Chelsea Connell, Secretary
Sarah James, Historian

**NEHS Advisors**
Mrs. Guarino
Mrs. Antorino

**Honorary Inductee**
Mr. Xavier Palacios

**Order of Events**
- Salutation – Hanae Wada
- Pledge of Allegiance – Sarah James
- The National Anthem – String quintet
- Welcoming Remarks – Mrs. Antorino
- Chairman’s Remarks – Mr. Leavy
- Keynote Address – Mr. Cusack
- Recognition of Chapter Officers – Mrs. Guarino
- President’s Address-Sabrina Palacios
- Induction of Honorary Member – Miranda Nykolyn
- Induction of New Members – Sabrina Palacios and Hanae Wada
- Candle Lighting Ceremony – Sarah James and Chelsea Connell
- Closing Remarks – Miranda Nykolyn

**New Inductees**
Margaret Giles
Christopher Giordano
Sarah Glaskan
Noelle Harvey
Alex Heuwetter
Nikki Jacobus
Katharine Kitzen
Levi Leach
Alexandra Lourenso
Matthew Magerle
Anthony McDonald
Zachary McGinnis
Isabella McNerney
Casey Moskowitz
Rachel Moss
Elyzia Benet Mustafa
Francine Nastasi
Kelly Nicoletto

**Current Members**
Ann Glackin
Jack Glicker
Andrew Gunthner
Claire Hannon
Benjamin Hebert
Maya Hoffman
Sarah James
Lenni Joya-Amaya
Anjali Kapur
Michael Karasik
Tateeana Khokhar
Louise Koepele
Ekaterina Koukaeva
Alexandra Koumas
Matthew Lang
Samuel Latt
Sophia Latt
Chloe Liepa
Magenta Lopez
Cindy Lopez
Amanda LoScalzo
Holli LoTurco
Ripley Mars
Kevin McConnell
Brianna McDonald
Elisa Medina-Jaudes
Justin Meyer
Kelsey Miller
Taylor Moreno
Jean Morgenstern
Elyzia Belen Mustafa

**Refreshments to Follow**
Serina Aguirre
Nat Amato
Nicole Arenth
Alyssa Befumo
Samuel Bergman
Jordan Biener
Quinn Blackburn
Charlotte Broff
Christopher Chang
Niamh Condon
Peter Ciccone
Lars Drace
Thomas Edgar-McNerney
Luke Eidle
Megan Erhardt
Serina Aguirre
Elyas Amin
Emanuel Anastas
Max Angstadt
Alexander Ardell
Hailey Bengston
Caroline Berejka
Cassie Berwick
Anna Broff
Michaela Carnesi
Rachel Carpenter
Nina Cartwright
Chelsea Connell
Samantha Conte
Grace Curran
Michelle D’Alessandro
Yardalie Daniel
Katy Dara
Emma DeGennaro
Dylan DelGiudice
Katarina DePasquale
Ethan Dwyer
Julia Engle
Nancy Fallon
Aaron Feltman
Natalie Flores
Shannon Foley
Vincent Fredericks
Ryann Gaffney
Julia Gareano

**Current Members**
Alexandra Muller
Nicholas Newell
Miranda Nykolyn
Sabrina Palacios
Spencer Pashkin
Caroline Petrozzo
Emma Pipolo
Max Andrew Polster
Catherine Reilly
Savannah Richardson
Marina Ruzic
Kayla Ryan
Lena Scarpulla
Dylan Schedler
Latoya Shand
Emily Shutman
Alexandra Smith
James Smoot
Cara Sorrentino
Olivia Stamatatos
Alex Tacopina
Hanae Wada
Tara Wilson
Steve Yeh

Refreshments to Follow